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The Anatomy of Sex and Power - Michael Hutchison 1990
Blending research from anthropology, biology, and the neurosciences,
this sociological study explores the relationship between sex and power,
and demonstrates how the modern world is propelled by sexual impulses
The Aquarian Conspiracy - Marilyn Ferguson 2009-08-20
Here is the human potential masterwork that defined the New Age.
Called "an exciting vision of the future” (Cleveland Plain Dealer), “a
handbook of the New Age” (USA Today), and “a new charter of human
possibility” (Norman Cousins) upon its initial publication in 1980, The
Aquarian Conspiracy is a breathtaking, compelling study of the changes
in work, relationships, medicine, religion, education, and more that
comprised the birth of the New Age movement. An influence on thinkers
from Deepak Chopra to Al Gore, The Aquarian Conspiracy remains a
thorough, detailed classic of contemporary thought—an impeccable
document that traces one of the most powerful cultural movements of
our age.
Neurotherapy and Neurofeedback - Theodore J. Chapin 2013-12-04
The fields of neurobiology and neuropsychology are growing rapidly, and
neuroscientists now understand that the human brain has the capability
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to adapt and develop new living neurons by engaging new tasks and
challenges throughout our lives, essentially allowing the brain to rewire
itself. In Neurotherapy and Neurofeedback, accomplished clinicians and
scholars Lori Russell-Chapin and Ted Chapin illustrate the importance of
these advances and introduce counselors to the growing body of
research demonstrating that the brain can be taught to self-regulate and
become more efficient through neurofeedback (NF), a type of
biofeedback for the brain. Students and clinicians will come away from
this book with a strong sense of how brain dysregulation occurs and
what kinds of interventions clinicians can use when counseling and
medication prove insufficient for treating behavioral and psychological
symptoms.
Own the Night! - 1996
Programming and Metaprogramming in the Human Biocomputer - Dr
John C Lilly 2014-05-08
Programming and Metaprogramming in the Human Biocomputer was
written by Dr. John C. Lilly about his research conducted at the National
Institute of Mental Health. In it, he discusses his invention of float tanks,
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early communication with dolphins, and investigations into the use of
LSD for personal and cultural development. This historic work is
reprinted in this version, in its entirety, for the first time in 25 years.
The Future of the Body
- Michael Murphy 1992
A projection of the future of the species documents reports of
extraordinary perception, cognition, volition, and spiritual development,
predicting a continuing evolution of humanity. By the author of Golf in
the Kingdom. National ad/promo. Tour.
Megabrain - Michael Hutchison 1996-08-01
Scientists have learned more about the brain in the last decade than in
all of previous history, and the implications of the latest research are
clear: The human brain is far more powerful, and has the potential for
immensely greater growth and transformation, than was ever before
imagined. These discoveries may constitute the most significant
development in learning since the invention of writing. Michael
Hutchison captures all the drama, excitement, and adventure as we
finally begin to comprehend the most mysterious and complex structure
in the universe, the source of human culture, a still untapped reservoir of
power and skills. He looks at the recently developed machines and
devices that may soon allow us to increase brain size and intelligence;
regenerate brain cells; trigger specific brain states such as euphoria,
long- and short-term memory, sexual excitement, and creativity; and
control the brain's electrical activity in order to alter such "involuntary"
mechanisms as blood pressure, heart rate, and the secretion of
hormones. Megabrain is a lucid and lively account of where the pioneers
in brain research are headed -- and where they are taking us.
Mega Brain Power - Michael Hutchison 2013-09-25
This is the amazing follow up book after the original classic "Mega Brain"
revolutionized the mind tech in USA and around the world. The book is
still the single best resource for anyone interested in discovering how to
benefit from the original research. It includes many topics from sports to
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intelligence, from sex to healing, from biofeedback to re-scripting.
TABLE OF CONTENTS INTRODUCTION ONE: The Brain Revolution In
Search of Tools for Waking Up TWO: Peak Performance Brain Waves
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Supporting Arms Observer, Spotter, and Controller - 1997
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